
 

Arval UK wins 
Fleet Service Award 

Arval UK has won the Fleet Management Service Award at the 2013 Fleet World Honours. This was 
recognition for the new and unique alternative vehicle trials that the Arval Consultancy team has 
developed, allowing them to provide practical, first-hand advice to customers. 
 

Since last year, they have been working closely with the major vehicle manufacturers to gain access to the 

newest cars and LCV’s on the market. Covering hybrid, range extender and fully electric vehicles they test 

them under fair and consistent conditions to generate first-hand insight.  

 

Off the back of this, they have created a research document full of vehicle reviews which continues to grow 

as new vehicles, and technologies, enter the market. It compares claimed performance with real-life results 

and identifies where particular vehicles might fit within a company vehicle fleet. 

 

Mike Waters, Senior Insight and Consultancy Manager at Arval said: 

“This programme is designed to cut through the hype and speculation surrounding new vehicle technologies 

to provide practical, tangible and useful information to Arval customers which helps them to make the right 

vehicle selection decisions for their business.”  

 

What the judges said: 
Steve Moody, Editor of Fleet World – “Arval’s work in first acquiring and then providing to its customers a 

balanced, comprehensive and unbiased view of the new technologies is a real benefit that allows them to 

improve their environmental performance without undertaking exhaustive research of their own, or taking 

unnecessary risks where cost and driver satisfaction are concerned.” 
 
Ross Durkin, Managing Editor of Fleet World – “The fleet service providers have demonstrated an 

appetite for innovation and it is a real pleasure to recognise the achievements of the best of these.” 
 

The Fleet World Honours are presented annually to motor manufacturers, service companies and individuals 

who have, in the opinion of the judges, achieved the highest possible level of excellence in their sector. This 

was one of two Fleet World Honours that Arval secured, also winning the Fleet Management Safety Award. 

 

For more information about new vehicle technologies, or any other area of fleet consultancy, speak 
to your Arval Business Manager who will be happy to help. 


